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た ｢ 欠如 ｣、すなわち ｢ 現実的なもの ｣への直面である。主体が自身の構造的な欠如
を自覚し受容することは、既存の象徴的秩序を書き換え、新たなパースペクティブへ
と開かれる契機となる。これこそが、主体の自己批判的な再帰性にほかならない。本
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We have discussed “reflexivity and identity” at the regular meetings of 
“STS (Science and Technology) toward Safer life” group, one of the projects 
of ICU-COE program. The purpose of this paper is to deconstruct traditional 
definitions of “identity” from the views of sociology, anthropology and 
Lacanian psychoanalysis. These views are necessary to describe reflexivization 
of society and subject in contemporary globalized situations.
Reflexivization is a process consisted of dis-embedding and re-embedding. 
In the case of reflexive modernization in Japan, the concept “kanjin” proposed 
by Eshun Hamaguchi is important. Kanjin is a contextual person whose identity 
is mainly constructed by relationships with others. He/she tends to make these 
relationships the baseline by which he/she judges everything else. One of the 
reasons why modernization of Japan after WWⅡ succeeded is that society was 
intentionally reconstructed based on contextualism. Contexualism functioned as 
a norm of society, and so contextual people gradually lost spontaneity in their 
contextual relationships. Here we can see reflexivization of society and subject. 
They had to become able to behave individualistically while their relationships 
were as contextual as ever. However, contextualism society has lost its function 
in thoroughly reflexivized situations today where it is said that many people are 
suffering from identity crises. 
From the view of Lacanian psychoanalysis, identity is an illusion of ego. 
An infant is satisfied when mother breastfeeds him/her. If she does not do so, an 
infant will be in frustration. This experience is necessary for him/her to become 
a member of society through the process of symbolization. Frustration is an 
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experience that mother is not necessarily with him/her. Through this experience, 
he/she becomes to know that he/she cannot always be satisfied. Such mother is 
not almighty because she cannot satisfy him/her perfectly. It shows that he/she 
who relies on mother is not almighty, either. He/she wants to satisfy mother to 
prove that he/she is almighty, but he/she does not have what satisfies her. He/she 
wants to be an imaginary father who should have the object with which he/she 
can satisfy mother. This is the process that the lack of almighty is replaced with 
the absence of the object.
The replacement mentioned above is a basis of his/her stability of ego, 
because he/she is in a self-evident daily life as long as he/she does not realize 
the lack as a deadlock of symbolization. Identity crisis occurs if the stability of 
ego is shaken when symbolization loses its effect. A necessary condition that 
symbolic systems function well is he/she accepts them non-reflexively. This 
function tends to fail gradually in thorough reflexivization today. A person who 
lost the stability retrogresses and he/she is in unstable imaginary relationships. 
A serious problem from the view of Lacanian psychoanalysis is that such an 
unstable subject is not open to the possibility to change his/her perspective self-
critically. He/she has to recover symbolic control over the imaginary to realize 
his/her structural lack of symbolic order, which Lacan called the real. This self-
critical experience is necessary for him/her to overcome problems coming from 
identity crisis caused by instability of ego.

